Arcane RPG
Sale & Ownership Transfer
“I apologize for my absence as of late and the way I have been neglecting Arcane and its further development.
I so badly wanted to make this work, but I have to be transparent about where my head is at currently.
A good friend helped me realize that sometimes we think we know what we want, we put the time and effort
into doing that thing we think we want, only to realize it wasn’t going to complete the puzzle that our brain
is seeking to finish.
I really missed writing in the equine communities, I thought through creating Arcane the muse and writing
would come back to me as easily as it used to. I tried to force it, but the more force I created for myself the
more disconnected I felt. I have started branching out and my heart is pulling me to write other things. My
heart just isn’t in it anymore. It’s been hard for me to admit that I feel extremely guilty and shameful, part of
me feels like I am letting Arcane down.
Through this trial and error, I have branched out into other communities and genres and my priorities and
attentions have shifted. I’ve found the feelings I had been missing and craving so much in writing humans and
humanoids. With this newfound muse, I began working on a humanoid RPG, and I struggled with what to
do next because it finally felt like the missing piece of the puzzle & everything I had wanted, but it was
tearing me apart knowing while I plugged away with this new project, Arcane was left collecting dust.
The same friend offered another piece of advice. “If you don’t want it, give it away to someone who does.”
I would love to transfer Arcane’s ownership to someone who is able to give it the love and attention it
deserves. If you have interest in this, please reach out via DM and we can discuss the details. Arcane has truly
unlimited potential to be whatever anyone makes it. It is my hope that Arcane, under new ownership, could be
given the love and potential it deserves.
I love everyone in this community so much and I am so thankful for everyone who has been a part of this
journey. I am sorry that it has panned out this way and if I have let you all down or disappointed you, but I
owe it to you all, to be honest.
I completely understand if because of this some of you would rather not talk to me, but for those who can
forgive me, I would love to stay connected and continue to plot or write privately or on my upcoming RPG if
the human genre also tickles your fancy, if this is the case feel free to reach out to me through DM.”

Sale Details
PRICE: $525.00 USD (OBO)
Details: Price is based upon the following.
Cryptic Cat Skin

$525.00 USD

Notice:
I will retain all copyrights to the original content of Arcane RPG which includes, but is not limited to
creation, guides, ideas, world-building. While you have the ability to modify, build upon, or destroy any
of the original content, whatever remains the same must retain proper crediting to me (Kelly, AKA
Hoxe/Leely) with a link direction to https://leely.carrd.co/ but the site must always maintain this credit
as the original creator.

Domain & Hosting
The site's domain (https://arcane-rpg.com/) is currently managed and purchased through
Namecheap for a total of $8.00 to $10.00 per year when last checked. The SSL for this domain
has also been purchased from the domain provider for a total of $4.00 per year, though this
can be canceled as there are free options such as Cloudflare. Hosting is also managed and
purchased through Namecheap for a total of $60.00 per year (or $10.00 per month if paid
monthly). Both of these are up for renewal on August 17th, 2022.
Upon purchase of Arcane RPG, you are welcome to move domain services or hosting
elsewhere but until such you will be responsible for the payments to its current host.

Free Hosting For 6 Months
WidowCC (c.widow#6666 on discord) has offered to transfer the hosting of Arcane to her
server while waiving the monthly cost for six months to help you settle into the new
ownership and bring new life to the game.

Details
Outlined below are the details related to the website domain, hosting, and items transferred
upon sale.

WHAT YOU DO GET:
● Domain transferred to your ownership.
● Hosting transferred to your ownership.
● The forum as-is excluding all things mentioned in the “what you do not get” section.
● Ownership of the custom skin created by Cryptic Cat Coding will remain mine (Kelly)
but the Arcane RPG website reserves exclusive and permanent rights to use this skin.
● Custom map created by AmoretteRose to be used on Arcane RPG website only.
● Transfer of responsibility; which includes maintaining a healthy welcoming
community and following all applicable local, state, and federal laws related to the
website's hosting requirements.
WHAT YOU DO NOT GET:
● Land, ‘board’, custom artworks.
○ These will be removed upon sale and will need to be replaced by your own
choice of images.
● Exclusive, permanent, rights to use the images displayed on different themes.
○ Some of these images contain characters owned by others and while they are
usable at this moment those owners may request the removal of these images
at any time and you are expected to abide by their request.
● Any custom plugins that cannot be “transferred” or used by an extended license.

Future Sales/Ownership Transfers
I, Kelly, authorize future sales or ownership transfers IF you send notification of such sale
and/or ownership transfer to my email address klmanson44@gmail.com or via discord
Leely#0420 with details so that I may keep track of its progress and future. This clause must
also be included and referenced in any future sales or ownership transfers as a requirement
to the new owner(s).

